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I hope you can help me in finding the correct solution. A:
After a long struggle, I managed to fix this by downloading

the latest version and updating the following assemblies:
CrystalDecisions.CrystalReports.Engine.dll: 10.8
CrystalDecisions.ReportAppServer.COM.dll: 8.2

CrystalDecisions.ReportAppServer.Core.dll: 10.2 As
everyone, knew, I was still using version 10.2 of the
assemblies. Hope that this helps. repository = new

GitRepository(this, new GnuPGSigningKey(certificate)); else
repository = new GitRepository(this); } else { repository =

new GitRepository(this, new GnuPGSigningKey(certificate));
} if (!repository.Initialized) { Logging.Info("Repository

initialization failed (cannot create.git directory)");
Logging.Update("Repository"); return; } if

(gitLogger.ShowVersionInfo) { Logging.Info("Git repository
initialized"); Logging.Update("Git"); } foreach (GitChangeset

changeset in repository.GetAllChangesets()) { var
changesetName = "Git - " + changeset.CreatedOn; if

(changeset.Commits.Count > 0) changesetName += " (";
foreach (GitCommit commit in changeset.Commits) {

changesetName += commit.Committer; if
(changeset.Commits.Count > 0 && commit.Committer ==

changeset.Commits[changeset.Commits.Count -
1].Committer) changesetName += ")"; }
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A: You can't deploy it to
the GAC - you just can't.
You can use ClickOnce to
deploy the EXE instead.
Or I guess you might be
able to change the build
settings of your EXE to not
put it in the GAC. I'm not
totally sure what your
solution needs to be. Oil
prices have already
bounced back to where
they were before the
OPEC agreement was
announced. And that's
good for the American
economy. The
Organization of the
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Petroleum Exporting
Countries, or OPEC, made
its surprise announcement
in Vienna on Wednesday
that it was freezing its
production for the first
time in eight years to prop
up oil prices. That helped
spur a 2.3% rebound in the
S&P 500 Monday as oil
prices briefly hit $50 a
barrel. This chart from
FactSet shows the oil
price's surge to over $50 a
barrel before the OPEC
decision. It has now
retreated back to where it
was on Sept. 30. In the
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short term, price increases
are good for consumers
and businesses. But what is
the long-term impact on
the U.S. economy? "U.S.
consumers and businesses
spent more on oil in 2015
than the last five years
combined, according to the
latest data from the U.S.
Energy Information
Administration, or EIA,
and the U.S. Census
Bureau," writes Paul
Ashworth, chief U.S.
economist at Capital
Economics. The EIA data
found that in 2015, U.S.
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oil demand, which was
helped by low oil prices,
was $426 billion higher
than the 2011-2015
average of $377 billion.
Capital Economics'
analysis found that the
energy-related components
of the S&P 500 are now
$306 billion higher than
pre-OPEC agreement
levels of $639 billion.
With demand higher and
supply lower, there are two
reasons why oil prices
should continue to decline,
according to the report.
"Because of declining
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demand for oil and
gasoline, we think that the
cost-of-living pressures
faced by households and
businesses will ease over
the coming months," the
report says.Q: Add a
watermark to a docx using
Office Interop So I've been
looking for an answer for
this question since a long
time and not find
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